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The Dawn of Liberty: By 2050, an underground network and economy is thriving built on crypto currencies
and a free of charge and open global mesh network. The mesh is certainly resilient, crypto currencies solid,

and hi-tech software and hardware built-in basements all over the world remains one step forward. The
condition, resorting to secret laws and regulations and mob style methods, intend to take down this free
network and anyone using crypto currencies. While crypto organizations are aligned in their goals, and

collaborate with the united alliance to build and keep maintaining the global mesh, there is also infighting
and power struggles between crypto currencies, crypto currency forks, and betweens ultra rich huge crypto
holders. The free of charge wheeling marketplaces and innovative services are challenging the power of the

state and their crony companies. But that is proving to be more challenging than anticipated.New World
Order follows cypher punks about a mission to weaken and undermine a huge state backed corporation, and

further increase the influence of the crypto economy. Old Money follows the huge condition backed
corporations and federal government, who control all of the major industries with their monopolies and
crony laws and regulations. They are becoming challenged by the cypherpunks who seek free wheeling

online markets. The objective and infiltration sometimes appears from each perspective.
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